
There’s  an  evolutionary
secret  that  can  help  you
understand how to attract men
and make them desire you

Attraction between the sexes, as complicated as it may seem, is pretty simple to

explain in a few lines.Girls are more easily attracted to a guy who appears

healthy and stress-free, has a good level of testosterone which makes him appear

more manly and chiseled, and has a protective streak in him which makes him a

good mate material and a father.Guys, on the other hand, are more easily

attracted to girls based on their appearance or behavior.But that’s not it

though.To truly understand how to attract men and how a man’s mind works, we

need to get deeper into the concept of attraction from the male point of view.

How to attract men in a way they can’t resist

A guy may like a girl for different reasons, but when it comes to physical or

sexual attraction at first sight, her physical appearance and her behavior

matters more than anything else.So if you want to attract a man and make him

desire you, you just need to get his attention the right way. And the rest, as

they say, is history! You need to keep this in mind though, love and attraction

are two completely different things. A guy may find you extremely attractive,

yet he may not end up falling in love with you for his own reasons.But for love
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to blossom in the first place, you need to build the sexual attraction before

you make him fall in love with you. It’s the safest way to make sure the guy

falls for you and stays in love with you.

Attraction and how a man views a woman’s body

As we know that physical attraction plays a very big part in attracting a guy,

you need to understand what a guy’s mind tells him when he sees you and sizes

you up.When a guy sees a girl’s physical assets, he subconsciously sees more

than just your breasts or your butt. The right curves in all the right places

tells a guy that a girl is fertile and has come of age, and that she’s healthy

because her body can afford to waste energy on developing her curves which play

the biggest role in sexual attraction.A guy may think a girl is attractive. But

in his subconscious mind, he’s gauging you as the woman who may carry his

offspring one day.

Testosterone and a man’s sexual preference

Every man produces testosterone, a sexual hormone, in his testes. And women

produce a small amount of testosterone in their ovaries. The more testosterone a

man produces, the more manly he looks and the more sexually virile he is. His

facial features appear manlier, his jaws are wider and more chiseled and his

voice is deeper.And several studies have shown that the more manly a man is, the

more attracted he’d be to women who exhibit feminine traits *girlie, cute

traits*.On the other hand, a small percentage of men who produce a lesser-than-

normal amount of testosterone may find themselves getting more attracted to

women  who  are  less  feminine  and  more  controlling  and  dominant  in  the

relationship.So if you’re trying to catch the attention of a typical guy *a

large percentage of men have normal or high production of testosterone even

though the overall average testosterone levels have dropped significantly in

American men over the last 50 years*, chances are, he’d love you if your

behavior is more feminine, cute and girly!

The perfect woman for a real man – She’s cute and sexy

A regular man who isn’t suffering from low testosterone would always find a

feminine woman more attractive than a woman who thinks femininity is overrated

and displays traits that are traditionally considered manly.While a girl’s

physical appearance is the biggest sign of femininity, at times, it helps if you
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can display more femininity in your behavior. No, I’m not saying pink frills and

scented paper. But there are always other ways to appear cuter and get a guy to

take a second and third look at you.

Why do guys like cute girls?

Men have always been the more aggressive sex in the human species. They’re

usually the ones who spread their legs wider, stand tall and swell their chest

up while trying to appear threatening all the time, more so when they’re in an

argument or when they meet someone they see as a threat in any manner.But cute

changes everything. When a girl behaves in a cute and feminine manner, it brings

out the protective instincts of a man. Instead of feeling threatened by a

feminine  girl,  he  feels  protective  about  her.  That  makes  him  feel  more

masculine, and that’s something every guy loves to feel! When a girl reveals her

vulnerable side to a guy, it’s very hard for any guy to ignore her or avoid

noticing  her  vulnerability.  And  the  instant  his  mind  connects  with  her

vulnerability, it eliminates any thoughts of a threat and his protective side

creates a bond of protection and attachment with her.He feels the need to be

around  her,  and  his  subconscious  mind  tries  very  hard  to  make  her  feel

protected, comfortable and loved around him. He loses his aggressive stance, the

tone of his voice softens down, and his shoulders droop down towards her instead

of spreading wide. And before he even gives attraction a second thought, he’d

realize that he likes the girl already!

Traits of a cute and feminine girl that draw real man

Many girls are against the idea of being feminine or behaving in a cute manner.

To a typical feminist, behaving in a demure or coy manner is a sign of weakness.

And they can’t accept that a guy finds a cute *and dare, we say it… submissive*

girl more attractive than a girl who likes to be a non-girlie girl.If you’re

feminine, you don’t really have to be cute. But if you can pull off a perfectly

cute personality, it would only add to your allure and make you more desirable

among men.To understand cute behavior better, all you need is to interact with a

couple  of  Japanese  or  Thai  girls  whose  behavior  isn’t  influenced  by  us

Americans. They’re not meek or silly, nor do they have to behave like stupid

bimbos to win a guy’s affection. All they have to do is flaunt what sets them

apart, and that’s their femininity and grace.And no testosterone laden guy can

resist the allure of a sweet Asian girl when he’s having a conversation with



her. Everything about them makes them appear more beautiful and feminine, right

from their cute heart signs with inverted hands, the way they nod their heads,

the way they behave while having a conversation with you to the way they smile

coyly and yet so warmly.Femininity comes naturally to some girls *not just Asian

girls*, but it’s an art that’s worth learning. If you want to know how to

attract men, all you need to do is exude your feminine side while talking to

them. And once you try that, you’ll know what I’m talking about.And remember, a

cute girl who displays her feminine side will always have an edge over all other

girls when she’s trying to catch the attention of a real man!

How to bring out your feminine side naturally

Femininity comes naturally. But cuteness can be created by the way you behave.

Additionally, if you’re on a date with a guy and want to come across as a girl

who’s in touch with her femininity, here are a couple of tips for you.#1 Dress

in softer pastel colors like peach or mauve. The color will give your skin tone

a healthy glow that makes you look warm and likeable instantly.#2 Smile more

often. A smile can make you appear more pleasant and friendly.#3 Run your

fingers through your hair delicately. Always works for any guy!#4 Tip your head

slightly downwards when you’re blushing or smiling, and look at him from under

your eyebrow.These four tips may sound bizarre for a feminist or a cute-bashing

girl, but trust me, it will do wonders for your date!

A tip to remember – Don’t be yourself if you can be better

Contrary to popular belief, don’t be yourself. Evolve.When someone tells you

that the best way to attract someone is by being yourself, well, they’re not

entirely right. All of us change all the time. And not every change that we see

in ourselves may be in the right direction.Who are you? How would you define

yourself? We are who we are because of our socioeconomic status, the people

around us, and other influences we’ve had in our lifetime. A lucky few may have

had the opportunity to be influenced by the perfect examples, while most of us

have to change to become better individuals. Or worse, we never get to become

better individuals  or achieve the full potential that’s within us because we’re

convinced we’re all perfect already.You don’t have to change yourself just to

attract men, but change yourself to become a better you. Have you ever walked

into a room full of attractive women, and found yourself thinking that a few of

those girls were better than you in some way? When you meet a woman and find



yourself in awe of her for any reason at all, it only means you admire and want

some particular trait of hers that you lack yourself.If you like a trait about a

friend, be it her spontaneity, her courage, her carefree attitude, her posture,

or the way she dresses up, your mind may subconsciously like that trait because

you want to see that trait in yourself. A change of this kind is good, where you

see something you like and want to see that in yourself.A girl who is the

epitome of perfection in every way *if she does exist* won’t be awed by anyone

else. On the other hand, everywhere she goes, she’d be the girl that would

receive compliments, stares and awed jaws!So change often, become the dream girl

you fantasize about in your head, and be the girl you really want to be. And

life will turn out to be so much better for you, be it about men, work, friends

or anything else.It’s easy to push a thought away and assume it’s wrong to be

feminine or assume it’s a bad thing to change. But trust me, change is good. And

change is inevitable. So you’re going to change whether you like it or not. And

you have a choice to become a better you, or a worse you.

The last word about the science of attraction between the sexes

We’re all animals, and you shouldn’t forget that. We may be wearing pants or

walking on two feet, but that doesn’t change our primal instincts. We still

chase each other and woo each other just like the animals in the wild.The male

and female sexes still play games to win each other’s affection. Human males

still like to woo a female through their display of brute strength, dexterity or

their sheer awesomeness. And a man laden with male hormones wants a woman who’s

graceful and feminine, because subconsciously, it makes him feel more like a

man.You don’t have to pretend to be dumb or weak, nor do you have to behave like

the weaker sex just to attract a man. All you need to do is revel in your

femininity and display your cuteness, and give the man you like a chance to bask

in his manliness and show off his protectiveness!

Understanding how to attract men is really simple. Enjoy your femininity and let

the world see it. The men will come, yes, they’ll come in droves!

Lovepanky



How dating apps want to keep
us all swiping
Dating apps have become more and more popular during the past
three years, whereby meeting a new partner in normal live has
become rare. In practice, this means dating services trying to
find ways to help keep apps alive indoors by shaping their
services in line with the times.
Tinder is telling users that just because they are isolating
physically, that doesn’t mean they have to stay home alone
with their hoarded instant noodles. Instead, Tinder wants you
to  seek  “solidarity  matches”  across  the  planet,  a  paid
function that is now free of charge during the pandemic.

Tinder’s  “passport”  feature  allows  users  to  connect  with
anyone  anywhere.  “They  can  check  in  on  folks  in  their
hometown, college town, or sister city, and find those across
the world who are going through similar things,” the company
says.

The feature is available for free to all members , Tinder
said, despite usually being reserved for premium users.

OkCupid  is  also  encouraging  its  users  to  change  their
preferences to “anywhere” to help them meet up with singles in
their  country  or  around  the  world  during  this  social
distancing  period,  a  company  representative  told  dpa.

Bumble, a women’s dating app developed in Berlin, meanwhile
suggests users chat in the app for longer than usual, rather
than linking up right away offline.

“Right now, we’re committed to powering safe & equal *virtual*
connections.  That  means  staying  safe  —  and,  as  much  as
possible, staying home (video chat is our new best friend!),”
Bumble told its users.

Dating apps have also begun to issue more health guidance,
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too, and Tinder told dpa that it has been asking members to
follow the recommendations of the World Health Organization.

“While we want you to continue having fun, protecting yourself
from the coronavirus is more important,” the site told in-app
users, according to a report in TMZ, a digital news site.
Tinder users should practice social distancing, carry hand
sanitiser and wash their hands frequently, Tinder says.

The dating app providers say their efforts are working. “In
this challenging time, we see Tinder members finding new ways
to connect. As an area becomes more affected by physically-
isolating measures, we see new conversations happening there
and those conversations last longer,” the company said in a
statement.

“This epidemic is also changing the tenor of connection in the
hardest hit places. More people are using Tinder bios to show
their concern for others (‘how is everyone’) instead of their
life motto,” Tinder added.

OkCupid’s chief executive Ariel Charytan said the company had
noticed that activity had increased enormously using the app
as people still wanted to meet and exchange, even if they
couldn’t do so in person.

The platform is now sharing ideas for digital dating with its
users, suggesting they meet for virtual drinks and dinners,
play games or chat online.

And Maria Sullivan, vice president of Dating.com, found that
82% of the site’s singles turned to online dating during the
coronavirus outbreak, according to a story in Bustle, a web
site for women.
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Other stories on its site advised
users on how to hook up during Zoom
meetings, for example, or the ins
and  outs  of  a  digital  one-night
stand.
 

Has the virus taken love online at least for the time being?
The hashtag #quarantineandchill trending on Twitter suggests
it has, as users post songs, selfies and images of what they
are doing.

For those with a free moment as they isolate and chill, here’s
a question posted by OkCupid: “We need a new term for a long
distance relationship that’s actually just someone quarantined
in another apartment. Any ideas?”

Tal Rimon, a videographer based in Berlin, says in some ways,
quarantine is helping dating.

“People are lonely right now. Everybody’s online,” she told
dpa. “And people are talking for longer, it’s like 15 years
ago, they are taking the time to get to know each other.”

In the past, she said, people used to just swipe out of
boredom while they were doing other things, but now they are
able to connect and find out more about each other before
meeting up. “It’s not just about looks anymore.”

Other  lovers  are  forging  their  own  paths  through  the  new
landscape,  combining  digital  connections  with  creative
measures to meet.

“My friend is going on a first date tonight with a girl he’s
been talking to on Tinder,” Dave Horwitz, an LA-based writer,
shared on Twitter late in March.
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“They’re going to park next to each other at McDonald’s and
talk  with  the  windows  cracked  while  eating  their  own
individual  orders  of  fries.  How’s  that  for  romance  and
longing, Jane Austin?”

 

How to Get Your Ex-Boyfriend
Back  (and  Keep  Him)  in  7
Steps

It doesn’t matter who broke up and why, you want him back no
matter what. How do you get him back? What works, what doesn’t
and why? Make sure you don’t mess up, or he might never want
to hear about you again, let alone get back together. Here are
7 tips to help you make him love you more than ever.

There’s a reason he’s your ex-boyfriend, and your job is to
erase that reason out of his memory – forever. He’s out there,
dating other women with more or less success. Is he still
thinking about you, does he still love you; does he also want
to get back together?

Who knows! Maybe he does, maybe not. Either way, you want to
hook up again because you’ve realized you still love him.
Every other guy you meet can’t match his qualities and this
just makes you go insane. Every date you go on with some new
guy seems boring and shallow, you find yourself comparing him
to your ex and this makes you feel even worse.

It’s time to get THAT guy back into your life.
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But how?

Smack him over the head with a brick, throw him in the trunk
of your car and take him home. Okay, maybe not. Let’s try
something subtler.

Here’s how to get your ex-boyfriend
back:
You need to make him feel terrible for breaking up with you.
He should feel like a dumbass for letting you go. That’s what
you need to make him feel like if you want to get him back.
You  won’t  get  him  back  by  spying  and  stalking  him  (stop
checking his Facebook every 2 minutes), but by making him
remember all the great times you had together, and making him
imagine how nicer life could be if you were still together.

This requires you to make some radical changes in your life.

Stop and give at least 30 seconds of thought to each of the
questions below. Answer honestly; Say it out loud to yourself.

What is it that went wrong in your relationship?
Why?
What is it that he did not like about your relationship?
What would you do differently if you got back together?
What did he love most about your relationship?
What did you love most?
What was restricting the love in your relationship the
most? What was stopping it from growing further?
Did you give your absolute best to make the relationship
work?

Think about these questions. Don’t be too critical of either
him or yourself. All this emotional bullshit, arguing and
blaming each other for crap is one of the reasons you might
have broken up in the first place.



We rarely know what we have – until we lose it.

Now you know what you’ve lost, and you are about to get it
back.  Nobody  can  guarantee  you  that  you’ll  end  up  being
together again – but, in at least 90% of the cases, it’s
totally possible. You must believe in the possibility.

Why did you guys fall for each other in the first place?
What connected you?

There must have been something that he fell in love with in
the first place.

Why did this disappear?
Did you take each other for granted?
Did you both get lazy about your relationship and just
left it on autopilot?

The reason you must answer these questions to yourself is so
that you can determine a couple of things. First, do you
really want to get him back, will you be happy or are you just
lonely right now, but deep inside you know that it probably
won’t work out if you get back together? You must believe that
things will work out between the two of you and that you can
be happy together again. Otherwise, if you don’t have total
belief in this relationship, then it’s not worth trying to get
him back.

I’ll assume you’ve decided that things can work out between
you and him, so now, the question is – what can you do so that
he believes in your relationship too?

#1 Get Better
 

As  mentioned  above,  you  need  to  be  better  than  what  he
remembers you to be. Hotter. Way hotter. This can be a huge



motivator to any guy to get back together. It’s important that
you don’t see each other for some time, and then once you do –
he is just blown away by how much prettier you’ve become.

This  will  make  him  feel  horrible  that  he  can’t  have  you
anymore whenever he wants. Desire kicks in, and now he feels
like an idiot for not staying with you. After he runs into
you, he’ll think “Gosh, she looks amazing!” – just wait to see
his jaw drop when he sees how you look 5 times better. I know
this sounds shallow, but it works simply because most guys
think with what they’ve got in their pants, not with their
heart or brain. Even if he’s a pretty smart guy, physical
attraction can be the first step to getting your ex-boyfriend
back. It’s just the first step, but it’s a crucial one –
’cause now you’ve got your foot in the door. You throw a hook
and wait for him to bite.

#2 Forgive Him
 

The second step to getting your ex back is forgiveness. You’ll
never be able to be together again if you can’t forgive each
other. Initiate this yourself. Why did you break up? Did you
cheat, did he cheat, did the love evaporate, or you got bored,
what is it? It doesn’t really matter the point is that you
give each other a clean slate. Don’t talk about what happened
in the past with him.

Start over. Click the reset button. Whatever he did wrong –
get over it. Forgive yourself if you’ve made mistakes and
forgive him, you are both guilty in one way or another, and
reminding each other about it won’t help. You can’t get back
together if you are enemies, so stay close to each other by
forgiving. Let the past go. Every day is a new opportunity for
you to have a better life with a great guy, maybe it’s him –
and now that you’re starting over, you’ve learned from your
mistakes, but you can continue on only when you manage to



forgive.

#3 Don’t Find a New Guy
 

Listen, sure, finding some new dude may be okay for you as a
bandade, but it won’t help you get your ex-boyfriend back. You
should make him jealous in a smarter way. Like, he should see
that there are guys mingling around you, but don’t let him see
that  you’ve  actually  found  someone.  Don’t  post  stupid,
drunken-party pictures on Facebook of you making out with some
random dude.

That definitely won’t help, he’ll just hate you and he’ll feel
hurt, almost as if you were cheating on him. Instead… he has
to see that you are still emotionally available for him, you
just need some space and time to heal after your break up.
Hint him that you might like to get back together, but don’t
attack him about it. Give him space and see how he reacts.

#4 Change Yourself
 

Look, if you’re serious about this guy and you really want him
back in your life, then you must change. Changing may not be
easy, but it’s necessary if you want your relationship to be
better than the last time. It’s quite simple. If you keep
doing what you’ve been doing – you’ll keep getting the same
results. So don’t expect a happily ever after, supercool happy
ending if you aren’t willing to do things differently than you
did before, otherwise you’ll just end up breaking up again.

So, find out what messed up your relationship and work on it.
Were  you  too  cranky,  moody,  jealous,  demanding,  insane,
nagging-all-day,  not  giving  him  his  space  and  freedom,
disrespectful, got fat, made out with another guy, or you just



sucked in bed? Whichever it was – fix it. He needs to see
that, after a month or so of breaking up, you are progressing;
suddenly you became a different person. But do it for you, not
for him. Once he sees how much different you became he’ll wish
you never broke up in the first place, he’ll want to give the
whole thing another chance too.

#5 Initiate Contact
Now, it’s time to actually get back in touch with your ex. It
depends; maybe you didn’t see each other, or talk, for months,
or even a year. Maybe you just broke up two weeks ago and
everything is still very emotional and fresh. Either way, you
can’t get back together with him over the phone, so you need
to see each other.

My suggestion, from a male perspective, having sex immediately
once you meet up again may be a wrong choice. Even if you’ve
been  together  for  a  long  time  before,  it’s  good  to  make
everything  seem  new,  and  different.  If  he  messed  up,  and
that’s the reason you broke up, you shouldn’t make it that
easy for him to get back together. Throw in some temptation.

He needs to desire you, a lot. Be sexy and provocative, but
don’t sleep together the first time you meet to “catch up” and
see whether he also wants to get back together or not. Let him
think about you. Drop a hook, and make him feel horrible when
he sees how much you’ve improved, how well you are doing, how
sexy you look and how your life is taking another direction.
Don’t try to fake it. He knows you and he’ll know whether
you’re full of crap or not.

For real, change yourself for the better; let him see that and
he’ll want to be part of it. But you won’t let him back into
your world overnight – even if you really, really want to get
him back, don’t. You both need some time to appreciate each
other for other things then sex. And when the sex does come,
it better be mind-blowing. Then again, don’t be clingy and



don’t call him every day after that – love all over again –
instead, take your time. Let him think about you and worry a
bit.

You had sex, but do you want to get back together or not? Let
him wonder and guess, let him compare you to other women he
might have been with since you were apart. He’ll soon realize
what a mistake he’s made, and he’ll never want to make that
mistake (breaking up with you) again.

The point isn’t just that you get your ex back, but that you
KEEP him. Often folks just have sex again, once or twice, but
things don’t work out and they end up breaking up again. So
don’t take anything for granted. Make sure he has the best
night of his life when you make up, but after that don’t drop
into your “old” relationship with your ex, instead – create
something new.

Keep it different. All the bad experiences you had in the past
with him, everything that reminds you of those not-so-happy
experiences – try to avoid them. Change your apartment if you
can,  move,  have  some  tangible  things  that  are  different,
clothes, your perfume, anything that makes him feel as if he
was with a new you, a better you, that he’ll never want to let
go no matter what.

When you guys meet up for dinner/coffee, whatever, don’t talk
about the past , why you broke up and stuff like that. Ask him
what’s new in his life, how he’s doing, maybe remind him of
something nice that only you know about him that you can both
laugh about it. Keep the conversation light. Super-emotional,
could-a, would-a, should-a stuff will just bring you back to
where you were.

Then and there, don’t analyze, argue or talk about negative
stuff. Turn the page. Keep walking in a new direction. It’s
your ex-boyfriend that will become your new girlfriend, it’s
you – his ex-girlfriend, that will become a new girlfriend.



Give each other a clean slate. When you leave the place, don’t
kiss. Give him a deep gaze, let your eyes, not your mouth say:
I love you.

Let him see it, but don’t say it. Tell him you had a great
time, and that you could meet up some time to hang out… he
will feel like his leg was chopped of for not kissing, but he
will know that you want more, that there might be a new,
bright future for the two of you. All night he’ll be flipping
around in bed, thinking about how beautiful you are and how
much he wants to get back with you. I’m not saying you should
be ice-cold when you meet up, on the contrary, be cold, but a
bit mysterious, make him wonder.

Don’t just throw it in his face that you still love him and
that you want him back. Be stronger than your emotions. Give
the whole “getting back together” process some time; make a
good foundation for that future you’ll build together.

 

#6 The Night of His Life
 

Okay, as mentioned before, eventually, you’ll end up at his or
your place, taking your clothes off. This night is what will
decide whether you’ll get him back or not. I know this sounds
shallow, but it’s the truth.

Men are comparing creatures and whether you want him to or
not, he’ll subconsciously compare you to other women in his
life. Maybe he’s with some new girl right now, and that’s the
one you need to take him back from. How do you make sure that
this won’t just be a one-night-stand with your ex-boyfriend?

You must be mind-blowing. Everything about you needs to blow
his mind. From your lingerie, to your smell, your look, your
soft skin, your whole energy and aura needs to excite him to a
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level he did not know is possible. The moment when he reaches
climax is the moment he’ll figure how brilliant you are and
how stupid he was to ever leave you.

This may put pressure on you and make you feel self-conscious,
and it should. The fact is, you conquer a man’s heart by
conquering  what’s  in  his  pants,  like  no  other  woman  ever
could. Everything after that is easier. Yet again, this night
needs to be different than in the past. It should not remind
you too much of the time you were together before, it needs to
be better.

This is why it’s ideal if you do it at your place, ’cause then
you can prepare a bit, you can make the atmosphere amazing.
Anything you’ve not been doing in the past, but know he loves,
now’s the time to get with the program. You never gave him
oral when you were together before? Are you too shy to talk
dirty? Do you hide under the cover?

Think about what you could do better to show him the best
night of his life with you and you’ll triple your chances of
getting him back.

Hate me all you want for telling you this, but it’s what works
and what has worked for thousands of women around the world
that got back and kept their ex-boyfriends.

#7 Don’t Take Anything for Granted
Seems like you’ll get him back. You’ve seen each other a
couple of times and things are going good. It seems like all
will work out great! But wait, and re-think it. Don’t fall
into the trap of thinking all is good now and that you’ll just
be fine… you may not. People that get back together tend to go
back to their old, real ways, because they did not make any
real, fundamental changes to their lives.

It was just a mask. Beware, as if you both go back to your old



ways of arguing and dealing with problems, you’ll get back to
where you were – apart.  Don’t let that happen. Don’t get lazy
and don’t take things for granted. The first few weeks of
being together again as also the first few weeks where he’s
most likely to “run for his life” and leave you or just decide
that you shouldn’t have gotten back together in the first
place.

How can you prevent this? Really, change. Make him change too.
When you become better, you have the right to expect him to
get  better  too.  Build  a  relationship  where  you  grow  and
improve together as individuals and partners, not enemy’s that
slow each other’s progress down. He is not yours and never
will be, not even when you both have a ring on your finger, so
don’t view him as a thing you’ve got a right over, like owning
a car or your shoes.

He  can  walk  away  and  probably  will  if  you  treat  him  as
property. Instead, view him as a customer. You want to make a
loyal customer out of your boyfriend that isn’t forced to buy
at your shop, but loves to “shop” at your store because he
gets treated better than anywhere else. He then grows to need
you, love you, and want you – every single day.

There’s more to getting your ex back than this post of course.
Every situation is different and requires a slightly different
approach. Hopefully at least one tip from above rings a bell
and gets you closer on your path to getting Mr. Right back to
where he should be, with you, the perfect girlfriend for him. 
Once  you  get  him  back,  don’t  take  him  for  granted  –  a
relationship… love… is something you must work on and maintain
so  that  the  fire  keeps  burning,  if  you  just  leave  it
unattended it’ll either go out or get out of proportion and
burn down a whole forest.

Laziness  is  why  most  relationships  fail,  and  that’s  what
happens when people take each other for granted. Don’t be one
of  those  couples.  Take  initiative  if  he  doesn’t,  you  can



totally do it! I believe in you.

 

p.s.: Here’s the 8th step – DO NOTHING. It’s a bit unexpected,
but can work to. Simply, don’t call him, don’t try to get back
in touch (if he left you), and just wait, forget about him,
move on… show power by not making the first move, he’ll wonder
how come you didn’t try to get him back. It might be an
alternative idea. If nothing else works.

Once you get him back – drop a comment below, let us know what
has worked for you, what you did, how and why? Others could
benefit from your experience.

Jason


